February 5, 2021
ASLA Medal Nominations
c/o Honors and Awards
636 Eye Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-3736

ASLA National Medal of Excellence
LETTER OF NOMINATION
POTOMAC CHAPTER ASLA ADVOCACY COMMITTEE

Dear ASLA Board of Trustees:
It is with great pleasure that I submit the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee for your consideration for the
2021 ASLA Medal of Excellence. Located in our nation’s capital and serving more than 300 members across Washington
DC, northern Virginia, and suburban Maryland, since 1938 the Potomac Chapter of the American Society of Landscape
Architects (Potomac ASLA) has a long history of forming member committees to work on key initiatives and important
member causes that advance the profession of landscape architecture and benefit the greater community. These include
championing 1) Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion within the Profession, 2) Advocacy of Emerging Professionals, and 3)
Advocacy of Professional Licensure Issues.
Promoting and protecting the value of licensure and threats to licensure takes concerted action by ASLA and chapter
committees, such as the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee, and should be recognized as contributions to the
field. Vigilance by ASLA members is not something to be taken for granted. For example, just last year, the Landscape
Architect Act of 1989 was repealed in Illinois so that those with past Landscape Architecture registrations can no longer be
renewed and the use of the title of “registered landscape architect” and other iterations will no longer require a registration
to be issued by the Department of Financial and Professional Regulation. New bills have been re-introduced to reestablish
title act licensure in Illinois, but the outcome not yet determined. Additionally, in 2020, licensure of landscape architects
was threatened again in Virginia and the Potomac Chapter joined with the Virginia Chapter to strongly voice support for
continued licensure. A final finding and report by the Board for Professional and Occupational Regulation (BPOR) that
“Licensure of Landscape Architects is Justified” was the result of the strong defense.
This letter seeks to recognize the dedicated work by the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee, over the
decade from 2010 to 2020, for the specific policy and educational work performed to secure licensure for landscape
architects in the District of Columbia. In 2020, the District’s Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) began
accepting licensure applications for professional design firms and landscape architects seeking to operate in the District,
issuing landscape architecture license number 001 to Kate Orff, the Founding Principal of SCAPE. The arc of legislation for
landscape architects in all jurisdictions in the US has been a long one. The April 7, 2020 issue of ASLA’s LAND newsletter,
titled “Trust Grows Here: DC Now Licensing Landscape Architects”, notes that the “50 by 2010 Licensure Campaign” was
initiated in 2001, almost two decades earlier. The pinnacle of this campaign was the inclusion of the District to the list of 47
states and 3 jurisdictions who regulate landscape architects under practice acts, with 3 states operating with title acts (one
with legislation pending).
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Key Points about the importance of the act in the District:
•

Recognition of landscape architecture as a professional design service, as it does for architecture and engineering,
has allowed landscape architects who practice in the District to practice the full scope and scale of their profession.

•

Previously local landscape architects required to seal designs for projects in the District had to use one from another
jurisdiction. The District’s December 2012 draft legislation defined a “Certified Landscape Expert” as including a
Maryland or Virginia certified landscape architect, which ceded authority of the District government to determine who
is qualified to practice landscape architecture within its own borders to nearby states. This been remedied by the final
approved bill.

•

Licensure will also encourage emerging professionals in landscape architecture to establish themselves in the District.
Young professionals seek to settle and begin their careers and families in places where opportunities exist to build,
lead, and grow a business and fairly compete for projects against other licensed design professionals.

Timeline of Key Milestones of Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee 2010 - 2020:
In 2010, ASLA reached the milestone target of licensure (practice or title acts) in all 50 states. At that point, the Potomac
Chapter began to focus on licensure in DC as an advocacy issue (recollection according to Beth Znidersic, Past Potomac
Chapter President 2010-2011).
For the next few years, the Chapter was heavily focused on the threat of deregulation, emerging professionals, and
partnership with the Maryland and Virginia Chapters (recollection according to Steve Lefton, Past Potomac Chapter
President 2011-2012).
In approximately 2012, ASLA was contacted by the District of Columbia Board of Architecture and Interior Design regarding
licensing. At the time Robert Alter was a Board of Trustee member for the Maryland Chapter, as well as a Potomac Chapter
Member, and he brought this effort to the attention to the Potomac Chapter. Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee
members then begin meeting with the District’s Board regulating other design services such as Architecture and Interior
Design, and getting the issue of landscape architecture licensure on its agenda (Potomac Chapter website materials and
recollection according to Claire Bedat, Past Potomac Chapter President 2012-2013).
From 2013 to 2016, the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee, led by Dena Kennett as Chapter President, and
Masha Lea as the Chair of the Government Affairs Committee, and Robert Alter, who succeeded Marsha as Chair, took a
key role in meeting with the Board and other District elected officials to support licensure in DC. They also provided regular
updates to local Chapter members and organized efforts to engage broader support for the act.
After approximately three years of persistence and patience, on June 21, 2016 Bill 21-790 the “Regulation of Landscape
Architecture and Professional Design Firms Amendment Act of 2016” was introduced to the District Council by Council
Chair Mendelson. Among other provisions, the bill requires that landscape architects working in Washington, DC be licensed
in the District, and firms located in DC register as professional design firms.
The introduction of the bill required a public hearing. This committee continued advocacy outreach to a variety of allied
professionals and to the Virginia and Maryland Chapters over the course of the summer. They also reviewed the bill with
national ASLA and made repeated requests for other local landscape architects to review the bill and provide comments,
educating local landscape architects about key talking points in support the bill and provided information regarding the
unique aspect that the US Congress has a 30-day review period over any bills approved in the District of Columbia.
Bill 21-790 – Regulation of Landscape Architecture and Professional Design Firms Amendment Act of 2016 was approved
on April 7, 2017 nearly a year after being introduced.
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After many years of effort by the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee and other landscape architects,
licensure for landscape architects in DC had become law! However, initial celebrations were dimmed when it took 3 more
years for landscape architects to actually be able to apply for licensure. This required continued on-going advocacy
by many local landscape architects, as the District went through new administrations and technology challenges. The
groundwork laid by the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee was key that the bill, now a law, could be properly
enacted and that several issues of business license, reciprocity, technology glitches and others could be resolved to a point
that a license application could ultimately be submitted and approved.
This final milestone was celebrated by the aforementioned press release from ASLA’s LAND, reading:
“On April 1, 2020, the District of Columbia’s Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) began accepting
licensing applications for professional design firms and landscape architects seeking to operate in the District, making DC the
51st jurisdiction in the United States to require landscape architecture licensure. The Regulation of Landscape Architecture
and Professional Design Firms Amendment Act (B21-0790) also added landscape architecture representatives to the
renamed Board of Architecture, Interior Design, and Landscape Architecture.”
Many parties and individuals played a key role in the noted success of the national campaign, including ASLA staff focused
on Government Affairs and ASLA members from Virginia, Maryland, and the Potomac Chapter. For years local Chapters
including past Chapter Presidents, Executive Committees, and members were aggressively defending licensing rights in
Virginia and Maryland, along with advocating for licensure in Washington, DC. In particular, this nomination highlights three
specific individuals who comprising the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee, tirelessly worked since 2013 to
ensure the landscape architecture licensure legislation passed in the District in 2016 and was approved by Congress in 2017.
•

Dena Kennett, ASLA, Past Potomac Chapter ASLA President (2015 – 2016), and Landscape Architect with the
National Park Service, formerly assigned to the George Washington Memorial Parkway and currently located at the
Golden Gate National Recreation Area, San Francisco.

•

Marsha Lea, FASLA, a Past Potomac Chapter ASLA Government Affairs Committee Chair, and a resident of DC
for decades; former Principal at EDAW, and Principal of Lea Landscape Architects, a woman-owned landscape
architecture firm based in Washington, DC.

•

Robert Alter, ASLA, current Potomac Chapter ASLA Government Affairs Committee Chair, past ASLA Board of
Trustees (Maryland Chapter 2011, 2012, and 2013), previously Principal of Phoenix Land Design, Inc. and now Principal
of Alter Associates, located in Washington, DC.

As acknowledged in ASLA and Potomac Chapter articles and announcements, these landscape architects spearheaded
the effort over the course of years by spending countless hours in meetings with local elected officials, District staff and
organizations. They also wrote letters, made calls, and prepared public hearing comments, as well as organizing other local
landscape architects to do the same. These were all essential activities spent by this Potomac ASLA committee to support
the licensure act and a significant investment of time.
The current Chapter Advocacy Committee is committed to building on the past work of Chapter volunteers and leaders.
The example shown by the past Committee members highlights the need and impact of tackling serious issues, including a
recent one, the sales tax currently levied on landscape architectural services which is not applied to architects and engineers
working in the District.
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I urge you to closely read the attached supporting letters. I unreservedly recommend the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy
Committee for it’s long history of efforts on behalf of landscape architects, and specifically for the work from 2010 – 2020 to
secure landscape architecture licensure regulation in the District of Columbia.
Very Truly Yours,

Stephanie Pankiewicz, PLA, ASLA
Partner
LandDesign
Past Executive Committee, Member at Large, Potomac Chapter ASLA
Past Executive Committee, Mountain Section Chair, NCASLA Chapter
Current ASLA Honors and Awards Advisory Committee
Current Potomac Chapter ASLA Awards Committee

Encl.
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Bill 21-0790
District of Columbia
Page 1 of 8 (L)
Photo of Dena Kennett, Marsha Lea and
others testifying in support of licensure (R)

2016 Advocacy Letter from Dena Kennett

2016 Advocacy Letter from Marsha Lea

2016 Advocacy Letter from Robert Alter

2016 Potomac Chapter ASLA Newsletters
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American Society of Landscape Architects
The Medal of Excellence Nominations
c/o Honors and Awards
636 Eye Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-3736
RE:

The Medal of Excellence Nomination for the
ASLA Potomac Chapter Advocacy Committee

Dear ASLA Board of Trustees:
We are writing expressing our strongest support for the ASLA Potomac Chapter Advocacy Committee’s
nomination for The Medal of Excellence.
The Virginia Chapter is particularly appreciative of the sustained efforts and significant contributions of
the Potomac Chapter Advocacy Committee leadership:
•
•
•

Dena Kennett, ASLA, Past-President, Potomac Chapter
Marsha Lea, FASLA, Past-Chair, Potomac Chapter Government Affairs Committee
Robert Alter, ASLA, Chair, Potomac Chapter Government Affairs Committee; Past-Trustee,
Maryland Chapter

In 2000, representatives of ASLA Virginia were directly involved in advocating for ASLA National’s
development of the 50 by 2010 Licensure Campaign and continue to participate in licensure advocacy at
the national level. Having invested in over two decades of planning and legislative initiatives culminating
in the upgrade from voluntary certification to mandatory licensure in Virginia in 2010, the protection of
licensure in Virginia—and across the US—remains at the forefront of ASLA Virginia’s strategic priorities.
Given our decades of licensure advocacy, we have a combined national, regional, and state-level lens for
valuing and supporting the nomination of the Potomac Chapter Advocacy Committee.
ASLA Virginia has and continues to view the licensure of landscape architects in the District of
Columbia as critically important at the national, regional, and state levels. Consequently, ASLA Virginia
supported the Potomac Chapter’s Advocacy Committee’s sustained multiyear campaign to secure
licensure in the District of Columbia.
National importance and significance of the Advocacy Committee’s licensure campaign:
•

•

•

Prior to the licensure of landscape architects in the District of Columbia, the lack of licensure
in our nation’s capital affected Virginia and other states undertaking campaigns to secure
practice acts and protect licensure. State legislators and those entities that are proponents of
deregulation or a lower level of regulation of landscape architects have cited the lack of
licensure in the District as part of their basis for opposing licensure or supporting deregulation.
With licensure of landscape architects in the District, the national licensure protection
framework has been significantly strengthened.
Licensure of landscape architects in the District is critically important toward supporting ASLA
National’s federal policy and legislative initiatives. The unregulated practice of landscape
architects in the District communicated a misleading message to Congress and the Executive
branch. Licensure in the District filled a conspicuous gap in the overall nation-wide
regulatory framework for landscape architects thus buttressing ASLA National’s federal
policy initiatives.
Many US jurisdictions have faced and will likely continue to face sustained threats from smallgovernment advocates proposing the reduction of the level of regulation of landscape
architects or outright deregulation. ASLA Chapter campaigns to protect licensure are
dependent on all jurisdictions retaining their licensure status. When any one jurisdiction loses
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its licensure status, proponents of deregulation will likely cite any and all cases of deregulation.
Licensure in the District supports all Chapter efforts to protect their licensure status.
The importance and significance of the Advocacy Committee’s licensure campaign within the District,
the DC metro region, and Virginia:
•

•

•

•

As part of the Virginia Chapter’s past 1999-2000 and 2009-2010 licensure initiatives, as well as
recent bills proposing deregulation, we have had to address the lack of licensure in the nation’s
capital, a jurisdiction abutting Virginia. When the Virginia Chapter defended its licensure
status as part of the 2020 Virginia Board of Professional and Occupational Regulation’s
determination of the appropriate level of regulation, we were successful in part owing
to the licensure of landscape architects in all abutting states including the District of
Columbia.
Over the past few decades, landscape architects have had to explain to their architecture and
engineering colleagues why the District did not license landscape architects. Recognition
through licensure of the practice of landscape architecture as a professional design
service comparable with architecture and engineering has rightfully positioned
landscape architects on a level equal with allied design professionals.
A large number of Virginia and Maryland Chapter members—many representing nationallysignificant firms—practice within the District. Licensure has directly impacted not only
landscape architects based in the District, but also those firms and practitioners
located in Virginia and Maryland.
The lack of licensure has in the past sent a signal to clients, architects, and others that the
scope of practice of landscape architects should be restricted in the District. Licensure will
enable landscape architects to practice the fullest range of landscape architectural
services leading to quality designs that will have positive impacts on the community
through enhanced economic and social success of both private development and
public works projects. Many of these projects for federal government agencies, institutions,
and private clients involve iconic places and sites highly valued by all Americans as nationally
significant.

It is for these reasons we enthusiastically endorse the nomination of the Potomac Chapter Advocacy
Committee for the ASLA Landscape Architecture Medal of Excellence. Thank you for the opportunity
to share our strong support for your consideration.
Very sincerely,

Barry Frankenfield, FASLA
President, ASLA Virginia

William D. Almond, PLA, FASLA
Chair, ASLA Virginia Government Affairs Committee
Member, ASLA National Licensure Committee

Robert M. McGinnis, PLA, FASLA, DC LA License #30
Member, ASLA Virginia Government Affairs Committee
Principal Author, ASLA Virginia’s 2020 White Paper: Justification of Continued Licensure of Landscape
Architects in Virginia
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01 February 2021
Benjamin Boyd, PLA, ASLA
Maryland Chapter President
American Society of Landscape Architects
To:
Medal of Excellence Nominations
c/o Honors and Awards
636 Eye Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-3736
Subject: ASLA MEDAL OF EXCELLENCE
To whom it may concern,
It is with great enthusiasm that I endorse the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee
for the ASLA National Medal of Excellence on behalf of the Maryland Chapter Executive
Committee. As our close neighbor, the establishment of legislation for licensure in the
District of Columbia was a very important initiative for our chapter. Many of our members
practice in the District and we were very supportive of the effort to create a licensure act.
The work of this committee was crucial to the passage of the bill and invaluable to the entire
profession of landscape architecture. As the 51st jurisdiction in the United States to require
licensure, the expansive efforts of this committee helped to finally make the District
congruent with the rest of the country and reinforce licensure requirements elsewhere. Their
consistent effort over many years to bring the licensure initiative in front of elected officials,
coordinate with stakeholders like the Maryland Chapter to testify in support, as well as
countless other tasks related to the recognition of our profession in the District was a
gargantuan effort over almost a decade.
Dena, Marsha, and Robert have done an invaluable service to their local community as well
as to the professional at large. We were happy to testify, at the behest of this committee, our
support of the bill when the time came. Robert is also a recent recipient of our chapter’s
Award of Excellence in Lifetime Achievement, showing just how much the members and
leadership of each of these chapters are intertwined. These dedicated members are more
than deserving of this prestigious honor for their continued and unwavering commitment on
behalf of licensure.

Thank you for your consideration,

Benjamin Boyd, PLA, ASLA
Maryland Chapter President
American Society of Landscape Architects

5 FEBRUARY 2021
Matt W. Johnston
President, Potomac Chapter ASLA

Medal of Excellence Nominations

1400 Ruffner Rd.

c/o Honors and Awards
636 Eye Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-3736

Alexandria, VA 22302
703.965.3605
majohn13@vt.edu

Dear Nominating Committee Member,
It’s my honor to write to you today in strongest support of a Nominee
for the ASLA National Medal of Excellence: the Potomac Chapter ASLA
Advocacy Committee.
In 2001, ASLA created the 50 by 2010 Licensure Campaign. The
successful campaign culminated in April 2020, with Washington DC the
51st jurisdiction in the United States to require landscape architecture
licensure. The Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee was directly
responsible for this milestone achievement and should be recognized
with the Medal of Excellence.
Three specific individuals formed the backbone of the Committee and
its successful effort to bring Washington DC licensure from wish list to
reality. They’ve worked tirelessly (and continue to do so) since 2010 to
ensure that legislation passed in Washington, DC nearly 10 years later:
●

●

●

Dena Kennett, Potomac Chapter ASLA: Past Chapter President
(2014 – 2016); Landscape Architect with the National Park
Service; previously assigned to the George Washington
Memorial Parkway; currently working at the Golden Gate
National Recreation Area in San Francisco.
Marsha Lea, Chair, FASLA, Potomac Chapter ASLA: Government
Affairs Committee for several years; DC resident for decades;
owner of DC-based landscape architecture firm.
Robert Alter, ASLA: Principal of Alter Associates, located in
Washington DC; past Board of Trustees, ASLA.

These landscape architects spent countless hours in meetings with local
elected officials, District staff and interested organizations. They wrote
letters and made calls. The introduction of the bill required a public
hearing, and the Committee organized formal comments from a variety
of allied professionals, our Chapter membership, and the Virginia and
Maryland Chapters, many of whom have projects and clients in DC.
These were all critical activities to support the licensure act, and a
significant investment of time.
The Committee reviewed the bill with ASLA National and made
repeated requests for other local landscape architects to review and
critique. They also educated local landscape architects about key
talking points related to the bill, including the unique aspect that the US

Congress has a 30-day review period over any bills approved in the
District of Columbia.
On April 7, 2017, Bill 21-790 – Regulation of Landscape Architecture and
Professional Design Firms Amendment Act of 2016, was approved on
April 7, 2017 nearly a year after being introduced. It took 3 more years
for landscape architects to finally be able to apply for licensure. This
required continued on-going advocacy by the Committee and local
landscape architects.
On April 1, 2020, the District of Columbia’s Department of Consumer
and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) began accepting license applications for
professional design firms and landscape architects seeking to operate in
the District, making DC the 51st jurisdiction in the United States to
require landscape architecture licensure.
The Committee continues to monitor and participate in the law’s
implementation, with Bob Alter heading up task forces on sales tax
application and modifications to current language.
I personally know these individuals and can attest to their character and
diligence. Bob provides consistent and clear updates to our Chapter’s
Executive Committee, and all members are accessible and generous
with their time and assistance. Incidentally, Dena Kennett recruited me
to join the Potomac Chapter several years ago, which has brought me
much personal and professional enrichment. Several of my colleagues
in the firm where I work (Michael Vergason Landscape Architects) have
already been granted DC licensure, and I plan on applying soon as well.
This act has solidified our firm’s standing, resolved questions, and
improved our prospects. Further, it is a significant milestone in public
and professional legitimacy of landscape architecture.
Thank you for your time and expertise. I hope that my letter can be
persuasive in your deliberations, and I wholeheartedly recommend that
the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee be given the
highest consideration for the ASLA National Medal of Excellence.
Sincerely,

Matt W. Johnston
President, Potomac Chapter ASLA

Occupational and Professional Licensing Administration
January 31, 2021
Medal of Excellence Nominations
c/o Honors and Awards
636 Eye Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001-3736
RE: In Support of the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee for the ASLA
National Medal of Excellence
Dear Selection Committee:
I am most honored to provide support toward the nomination of the Potomac Chapter
ASLA Advocacy Committee for the proposed award, ASLA National Medal of
Excellence. I had the opportunity to meet officials of the Potomac Chapter ASLA on
March 8, 2013. This was a meeting that was held prior to our regularly scheduled Board
of Architecture and Interior Designers meeting, the purpose of which was to discuss the
regulation of landscape architecture in the District of Columbia. Through our lengthy
discussion at that meeting with the Potomac Chapter ASLA officials and with key
representatives of the ASLA, the Board understood better the need for licensure in DC to
protect the health, safety and welfare of the consuming public and to establish regulatory
standards in the areas of education, examination and experience for landscape architects
practicing in the District of Columbia. Because of that meeting and the dialogue with the
Potomac Chapter, the Board entertained and voted on a a motion to begin drafting
proposed legislation to require licensure in the District of Columbia on that same date.
I would like to note in writing this letter and looking back on the years of advocating for
licensure for landscape architects by the Potomac Chapter that requiring licensure is not
an easy process. During the years preceding enactment of legislation to require
licensure, the nation was being faced with increasing pressures to deregulate the
requirement for licensure in many professions and occupations. Among the professions,
landscape architecture was one of them. Notwithstanding, the Potomac Chapter, along
with the Board, continued steadfastly in its efforts to draft legislation regulating the
profession to protect the public and to establish standards for licensure for DC landscape
architects.
The Potomac Chapter ASLA worked tirelessly in attending many meetings of the Board,
as well as working with the staff and legal counsel on many areas of proposed legislation
to ensure that the legislation was inclusive of public protection and ensuring that
landscape architects in the District of Columbia met national standards for licensure.

Efforts by the Potomac Chapter ASLA took years in the making of bringing forth
proposed legislation before the DC City Council. Testimonies were given, along with
the Board, that the proposed legislation was good and would provide consumer
protections and incorporate national standards for licensure.
Because of the corroboration with the Board by the local Potomac Chapter and key
ASLA officials, and after many years, the legislation was enacted in 2017.
I would add that to facilitate licensure, rules and regulations had to be developed by the
Board. The review and input by the Potomac Chapter was extremely helpful. Final
rulemaking to facilitate the legislation was published in 2019 and licensure was
implemented in 2020.
I want to thank the Potomac Chapter and its officials for its dedication over so many
years of work and I highly recommend them for this award. Our Board, staff, and I are
pleased to call our regulatory body the Board of Architecture, Interior Design and
Landscape Architecture now.
Sincerely,

Leon W. Lewis
Board Executive
Board of Architecture, Interior Design and Landscape Architecture

SCAPE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE DPC
277 BROADWAY NINTH FLOOR NEW YORK NY 10007
T 212 462 2628 SCAPESTUDIO.COM

29 January 2021

To ASLA Trustees and Nominating Committee,
I’m pleased to write in support of the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee for their
nomination for an ASLA National Medal of Excellence.
In 2001, the American Society of Landscape Architects created the 50 by 2010 Licensure Campaign,
culminating in spring of this past year with Washington, D.C. as the 51st jurisdiction in the United
States to require licensure for landscape architects. As a landscape architect working across the
country – including the D.C. area – I applied for licensure and received the first license issued:
#LAR000001.
The landscape architects comprising the Potomac Chapter Advocacy Committee – especially Dena
Kennett, Marsha Lea, and Robert Alter – spent countless hours meeting with local officials, District
staff and organizations to advance the licensure act. This work represents an extraordinary
contribution to the field of landscape architecture – and an effort that helped form crucial networks
between elected officials and professional designers in the D.C. area to review the bill and provide
comments.
This work was a behind-the-scenes labor of love conducted over years – and besides offering
licensure to individuals, it also encourages a generation of emerging professionals to establish
themselves and practice within the District, building opportunities to lead, grow and inspire.
I encourage the Awards Committee to consider the work of this group for the ASLA National Medal of
Excellence in light of this significant economic, social and professional contribution to the District.
Kind regards,

Kate Orff, FASLA, RLA
Founding Principal
SCAPE
Director, Master of Architecture and Urban Design Program
Columbia University GSAPP
Co-Director
Center for Resilient Cities and Landscapes (CRCL)
Columbia University GSAPP

ASLA MEDAL OF EXCELLENCE 2021 Nomination Contact Details
Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee – Contact Details of the three specific Members highlighted
in the Nomination:
Dena Kennett, ASLA
Landscape Architect, National Park Service
518 Golden Gate Avenue
Point Richmond, CA 94801
Email: denakennett@gmail.com
Phone: (202) 222-8656
Marsha A. Lea, FASLA
123 North Carolina Ave SE
Washington, DC 20003
Email: marsha@Lea-landscapearchitect.com
Phone: (202) 734-9331
Robert J. Alter, ASLA
Principal
Alter Associates
715 G Street SE
Washington, DC 20003
Email: bob@alter-assoc.com
Phone: (202) 506-1800
Alternate contact for the Potomac Chapter ASLA Advocacy Committee
(this person is not a Nominee, information is for Committee contact only)
Susan Newman
Executive Director
Potomac Chapter
American Society of Landscape Architects
715 G St SE
Washington, DC 20003
Email: snewman@potomacasla.org
Phone: (202) 827-7380

